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We say that a field k possesses local class jield theory when the finite 
separable algebraic extensions K / k form an Artin-Tate class formation with 
respect to the multiplicative groups K *. In addition to the p-adic number 
fields Q, and the field lR of real numbers themselves, their maximal absolutely 
algebraic subfields Q; and lRa are known to have local class field theory; in 
fact, being henselian these latter fields represent the equivalents of Q, , lR for 
almost all number-theoretic considerations, and they have the additional 
advantage that they may be commonly embedded in the field a of all algebraic 
numbers. A close examination shows that not only the finite but also certain 
precisely distinguishable infinite algebraic extensions k of Qz allow local class 
field theory. In the present note we show that the fields mentioned here are the 
only subfields of a with local class field theory. 
If  N j k is a finite or infinite Galois field extension we denote the Galois 
group of N 1 k by G,,, and in particular we write G, = G,;, when N is the 
separable algebraic closure k of k. The cohomology groups 
B hr~/c. = ffYG,i,, N”) resp. B, = fP(G, , K*) 
are called the Brauer groups of N 1 k and of k, respectively. I f  K 1 k is any 
separable algebraic extension we write 
where K, runs over all subfields of K finite over k. 
DEFINITION. We say a field k has local class3eld theory if 
for every Galois extension N / K with K 1 k finite and separable. 
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This definition is equivalent to the statement that the pair (G, , R*) is a 
class formation in the sense of Artin-Tate [I, Chap. 141. Namely, 
H1(GNIK, IV*) = 0 by the Hilbert-Noether Theorem so axiom 1 for class 
formations is automatically satisfied, and Kawada has shown that property (1) 
above implies that isomorphisms 
can be selected so that the diagrams 
B 
invK, 
K' 
t 
-- & Z/h 
Res t .[K':K] 
commute for every pair K’ / K of finite separable extensions of R (see [2]). 
Then via the exact Inflation-Restriction sequence these maps inv, induce 
isomorphisms 
B 
invNhi/,y 
NIK b [NY K] Z’H 
for every Galois extension N 1 K (K / k finite separable). 
THEOREM 1. Let k, be afield with local class$eld theory and k a separable 
algebraic extension. Then k possesses local class jield theory ;f and only if for 
every prime number p 
p/[k: k] =z p= + [k : k,].’ 
Proof. Let N ) K be any Galois extension with K / k, separable. We will 
prove 
where pV is the maximal p-power dividing [N : K]. The theorem follows easily 
from this. Namely, if K 1 k is finite separable, N 1 K Galois, and pm f  [k : k,] 
(that is, pm + [K: kO]) for any prime number p dividing [R: k] then (2) 
implies B,,, g (l/[N : K]) Z/Z. Conversely, if p/[k : k] and p”/[k : k,,], then 
1 We use supernatural numbers for the degrees of infinite field extensions and the 
orders of profinite groups and abelian torsion groups (see [5]). 
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for K = k and N = k the product on the right side of (2) is certainly not 
(l/pi : h]) z/z. 
To prove (2) let Ki be a tower of finite extensions of k, rising to K and let Ni 
be the maximal normal extension of Ki contained in N. Then K = lim Ki , 
N = Iim N, , GNIK = lim GNilKi , and thus B,V~K = l& BNilKi, this last 
limit being induced from Restriction in the sense of the following com- 
mutative diagram : 
The maps invKt convert the direct system {BNIiK, , i ~1) into the direct 
system {(l/[N, : Ki]) Z/E, i E I}, th us le m a canonical isomorphism y’ Id’ g 
B invN/if NIK 
I f  p”l is the maximal p-power dividing [Ni : Kj] and if B,&J) is the p- 
primary component of B,,, , we then obtain the isomorphism 
the limit on the right coming from the direct system 
If p”/[K : k,,] then p”/l.c.m. {qi,}, so b (l/ py$Z/Z = 0. If  p” f  [K : k,,] 
then p + ni,i, for any i’ > i > ia, so pi = l.c.m.ipi, (p”1> and the homo- 
morphisms (3) are injective. It follows that lim (I/pvt)Z/Z = (l/y)Z/H. 
This proves (2). fl 
I f  QE is the field of all algebraic p-adic numbers and [w” is the field of all 
algebraic real numbers, then every isomorphic image k, of Q$ , W in the field 
a of all algebraic numbers possesses local class field theory (see, for example, 
[3, Chap. II, Sects. 3, 51). These embeddings K, are precisely the minimal 
henselfields in aa, or stated differently, they are precisely the decomposition 
fields over Q of valuations of Q. By Theorem 1, the following subfields k 
of 6 have local class field theory. 
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(1) The algebraic extensions k 1 K,, , k, z Q; , with the property 
pm + [k : k,] for any prime numberp dividing [B: -k]. 
(2) The maximal real fields k Z a. These are the subfields of a which 
are isomorphic to the field FP of all algebraic real numbers. 
All these fields are hem&m in the sense that they possess a valuation which 
has a unique prolongation to the algebraic closure 0. Now we show conversely 
THEOREM 2. If  k C a is ajield with local classfield theory then necessarily k 
is one of the preceding two types. 
We preface the proof of this theorem with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let k’ 1 k be a normal or jinite extension, k’ not separably closed. 
If k’ is henselian then k also is henselian. 
Proof. Let k’ be v-henselian, where v  also denotes the unique prolongation 
to k’, and let w be any valuation of R’ lying over the restriction of v  to k. Then 
v  = woaforsomeaEG,, so the decomposition fields k, and k, of v  and w 
over k are conjugate: 
k,, = o(k,). 
Since k, C k’, certainly k, C a(k’). I f  k’ / k is normal, then cr(k’) = k’. Thus 
k, C k’ and k’ is henselian in w as well as in a. Since k’ is not separably closed 
12’ is not multiply henselian, and thus v  and w are equivalent, proving that k 
is henselian. If  k’ j k is finite there are two possibilities: Either li’ / k’ is finite, 
implying [K’: k’] = [R’: k] = 2 so k = k’, henselian, or R’ / k’ is infinite, 
allowing us to choose a finite overfield N of k’ normal over k. Then N f  m is 
henselian and the original case applies. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let k be a field and k(p) the fixed $eld of an infinite p-Sylow 
subgroup of G, . If k(p) is henselian, so is k. 
Proof. Let k(p) be v,-henselian and let a2 be any valuation of R lying over 
the restriction of vr to k. Then vr = 21% 0 o for some (5 E G, . Let N be a 
finite Galois extension of k and set N:“’ = k(p) . N. Then Nip) is a p-Sylow 
overfield of N (that is, Nip’ is the fixed field of a p-Sylow subgroup of GN) 
and Nip’ # k. S ince N 1 k is normal, the conjugate NLP” = ON:“’ contains N 
and is also a p-Sylow overfield of N. But p-Sylow overfields of a given field 
N are conjugate over N: 
N;*’ = TN;“) for some 7 E GM. (4) 
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FIGURE 1 
Since Njp) is v,-henselian, (4) implies that Njp) is henselian in ~a 0 7. Since 
Nip) is not separably closed, Nip) is not multiply henselian and thus TJ~ and 
~a 0 T are equivalent. But zli and V~ 0 T lie above the same valuation of k, so 
et, = v2 0 7, 
implying at once that or and vs agree on N. Since vi and 2ra agree on every 
finite Galois extension N of k, it follows that vi = ~1s , so k is indeed 
henselian. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to show that a field k C a with local class 
field theory is henselian, for then k is an algebraic extension of some minimal 
hensel field k, , that is, of a field k, which is isomorphic to one of Q$ , W; then 
both k and k, possess local class field theory and Theorem 1 supplies the rest. 
We reduce to the case G, is a pro-p-group. Namely, if this case is finished 
we may assume that G, is not a pro-2-group and thus G, contains a nontrivial 
and hence infinite p-Sylow subgroup, p # 2. The corresponding fixed field 
k(P) possesses local class field theory by Theorem 1 and thus k(“l is henselian. 
Then k also is henselian by Lemma 2. So we may assume G, is a pro-p-group. 
If  G, is finite then either k = a or k is real closed, henselian in either case, 
so we assume Gk is infinite. For each valuation z, of K, let k, be the decomposi- 
tion field over k of some prolongation of u to a. Then the maps Res: B, - B, v  
induce a homomorphism 
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which is injective (see [4, Theorem II, and Lemma, p. SO]). Definition (1) 
shows that B, # 0, so the injectivity of (5) implies that at least one B,* # 0. 
Then B,"(p) = Bkv # 0, so putting N = &, and K = k,U in (2) from the 
proof of Theorem 1 implies that pm + [k, : k], and thus k, 1 k is finite. 
Hence k, # a and is henselian, so Lemma 1 guarantees that k is henselian. 1 
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